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dangerous trend,” he says. “These people are indoctrinating kids with false science. They’re brainwashing them. The kids are the next generation of adults.” NHS First, the union that represents nurses, nurses’ aides and others who staff NHS hospitals across the country, has joined an ever-growing list

of concerns about the right-wing think tank the Atlantic Council. This week the union followed a series of other healthcare employees into criticizing the group for its activities in promoting an “American exceptionalism” narrative that compares the United States to Nazi Germany. “While the Atlantic
Council highlights the historically significant role of the US in contributing to positive global change, particularly in the area of human rights, it has a troubling record of promoting opposition to the very same norms and values of human rights, freedom, and democracy in the name of Russia or China,”
says an NHS first document about the US government-funded think tank, which was posted online Thursday. “As the rest of us continue our work to push back against the global resurgence of authoritarianism, this NGO in particular represents a particular threat to our efforts,” the document says. “We
call upon our peers to stand with us and identify these egregious actions by organizations such as the Atlantic Council in their own organizations.” No other major US organizations involved in foreign affairs are currently listed by NHS First as belonging to the Atlantic Council. Just last week, the council

criticized a decision by the Federal Communications Commission to repeal net neutrality rules for internet service providers, saying it would lead to less freedom and more censorship. (The FCC’s order, which was first proposed in October of last year, had originally been backed by President Trump,
but was rescinded following pressure from big internet companies.) The organization has been criticized in the past for its ties to American military and intelligence agencies, including the National Security Agency, as well as Russia and China. (Last month, the Atlantic Council was forced to cut ties
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